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Résumé
Quasi-geostrophi ore ow models are built from two seular variation models spanning
the periods 19602002 and 19972008. We rely on an ensemble method to aount for the
ontributions of the unresolved small-sale magneti eld interating with ore surfae ows
to the observed magneti eld hanges. The dierent ore ow members of the ensemble
solution agree up to spherial harmoni degree ℓ ≃ 10, and this resolved omponent varies
only weakly with regularization. Taking into aount the nite orrelation time of the small-
sale onealed magneti eld, we nd that the time variations of the magneti eld ourring
over short time-sales, suh as the geomagneti jerks, an be aounted for by the resolved 
large sale  part of the ow to a large extent. Residuals from our ow models are 30 % smaller
for reent epohs, after 1995. This result is attributed to an improvement in the quality of
geomagneti data. The magneti eld models show little frozen-ux violation for the most
reent epohs, within our estimate of the apparent magneti ux hanges at the ore-mantle
boundary arising from spatial resolution errors. We assoiate the more important ux hanges
deteted at earlier epohs with unertainties in the eld models at large harmoni degrees.
Our ore ow models show, at all epohs, an eentri and planetary sale anti-yloni gyre
irling around the ylindrial surfae tangent to the inner ore, at approximately 30
◦
and 60
◦
latitude under the Indian and Pai oeans, respetively. They aount well for the hanges
in ore angular momentum for the most reent epohs.
1 Introdution
Large and medium sales of ore surfae ows have been aptured as the result of the ontinuous
observation of the large-sale (harmoni degree ℓ ≤ 13) Earth's magneti eld from low Earth
orbiting satellites sine 1999 [Holme and Olsen, 2006℄. Unfortunately, from the Earth surfae
upwards, the small-sale magneti eld B˜ (ℓ > 13) originating from the ore is diult to isolate :
its intensity at higher degrees beomes weaker than that of the lithospheri eld. The small-sale
ore eld is muh stronger at the ore surfae, where it interats signiantly with the medium
sales of the ow and ontributes to the large-sale seular variation (SV) [Hulot et al., 1992℄. This
SV signal orresponds to spatial resolution errors, sometimes alled errors of representativeness
in the data assimilation ommunity [Kalnay , 2003℄. Both Eymin and Hulot [2005℄ and Pais and
Jault [2008℄ relied on a stohasti approah to quantify it at disrete times. They found that the
spatial resolution errors dominate the error budget for the large length sale seular variation.
Ensemble methods are routinely used in atmospheri foreasting to produe estimates for the
omplete probability density of the state variable [Wunsh, 2000℄. Ensemble foreasting helps
improve the foreast by ensemble averaging, and provides an indiation of the reliability of the
foreast [Kalnay , 2003, p. 236℄. We remark that ensemble methods are suitable to quantify the
ontribution of the onealed B˜ interating with the surfae ore ow to the observed large-sale
SV. Using an ensemble method makes it straightforward to aount for the time variability of B˜(t).
We antiipate that improving our knowledge of the time properties of the seular variation signal
that results from the advetion of B˜ may help alleviate its impat on the alulation of the large-
sale ore surfae ow. Typial time sales for the magneti eld strutures have been derived from
the ratio of the SV and main eld spetra [Hulot and Mouël , 1994℄. Extrapolating those spetra,
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as obtained from time-dependent eld models, one nds that B˜ typially has orrelation times
of the order of 20 yrs and below for harmoni degrees above 13. It is thus reasonable to suppose
that its advetion entails spatial resolution errors that are orrelated in time. We test this idea
and generate an ensemble of ore ow solutions from an ensemble of small-sale magneti elds B˜
orrelated in time.
All disussions on ore dynamis relying on observations of magneti eld time hanges are
potentially aeted by the spatial resolution errors that we seek to quantify. As an example, the
observed temporal variations of the unsigned magneti ux are often interpreted as evidene for
magneti diusion [Gubbins and Bloxham, 1985℄. It is not easy, however, to disentangle the respe-
tive ontributions of magneti diusion, and that of indution involving the unresolved magneti
eld, to the hanges in magneti ux at the ore surfae. Another example is the suggestion [Blox-
ham et al., 2002℄ that geomagneti jerks may result from the interation between torsional Alfvén
waves and the radial magneti eld at the ore mantle boundary (CMB). Aording to Bloxham
et al. [2002℄, dierenes in the geometry of the radial magneti eld from one plae to the other
explain the observation that geomagneti jerks are seen in some omponents at some observatories
but not deteted in others. We shall investigate rst whih omponent of the large sale ore ow
aounts for the rapid hanges of the magneti eld, one time orrelation of spatial resolution
errors is taken into aount, and seondly whether spatial resolution errors have more impat on
magneti series in some observatories than in others.
The set-up of our ore ow inverse problem is detailed in 2. We alulate quasi-geostrophi
time-dependent ore ows from two SV models overing annual to deadal time sales : the om-
prehensive model CM4 [Sabaka et al., 2004℄, whih overs 19602002, and the model xCHAOS
[Olsen and Mandea, 2008℄, derived from satellite data and annual dierenes of monthly means
over the period 19972008. The amplitude of the spatial resolution errors, their time orrelation
and SV preditions from our dierent ow models at loation of magneti observatories are dis-
ussed in 3. Estimates of the hanges in the magneti ux through the main reverse ux path
(beneath South Atlanti) assoiated with the spatial resolution errors are then arried out in 4.
The omputed ore ows are desribed in 5, where a omparison with independent length of day
data is also arried out. Finally, in 6 we disuss the perspetives for the ore ow inverse problem.
2 Methodology
2.1 Formalism and notations
Vetors m, y and x store the spherial harmoni oeients for the main magneti eld, seular
variation, poloidal and toroidal salars of the ore surfae ow model respetively. The `data' y
(and their assoiated errors e) are linked to the ore ow model x, at every epoh t, via the forward
problem
y(t) = A [m(t)] x(t) + e , (1)
orresponding to the frozen ux radial indution equation at the CMB [e.g. Holme, 2007℄
∂Br
∂t
= −∇h · (uBr) . (2)
We hoose to trunate the seular variation data set at harmoni degree ℓy = 13. The main
eld m = [m, m˜] is omposed of a large sale part m obtained from published geomagneti eld
models (up to degree ℓm = 13), and a small-sale part m˜ (degrees ℓm < ℓ ≤ ℓm) estimated with a
stohasti approah (2.3). We trunate the ore ow model at ℓx = 26 [Pais and Jault , 2008℄, a
degree high enough to inlude interations between m and x possibly generating seular variation
at ℓ ≤ ℓy. The trunation level for m˜ is hosen as ℓm = 40, a degree high enough to inlude
interations between m˜ and x possibly generating seular variation at ℓ ≤ ℓy. The vetors sizes of
m, y and x at a single epoh are then Nm = ℓm(ℓm + 2), Ny = ℓy(ℓy + 2) and Nx = 2ℓx(ℓx + 2),
respetively.
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The null spae of the forward problem (1) being very large, some extra onstraint is needed
[Bakus, 1968℄. For short timesale dynamis, the ratio between Lorentz and Coriolis fores is
also the ratio between the frequenies of Alfvén and inertial waves, and an be estimated by the
Lehnert [1954℄ number λ = B/Ωc
√
ρµ0 [Jault , 2008℄, where c is the outer ore radius, ρ the ore
density, µ0 the permeability of free spae, Ω the rotation rate, and B is an estimate of the magneti
eld strength. B is typially of a few mT inside the ore, based on a long timesale fore balane
[Starhenko and Jones, 2002℄, whih gives λ ∼ 10−4 ≪ 1. This motivates the use of the quasi-
geostrophi (QG) hypothesis, a onstraint whih allows a ow invariant parallel to the rotation
axis z to be desribed everywhere in the outer ore. It implies the tangential geostrophy (TG)
onstraint ∇h · (u cos θ) = 0 at the CMB [Hills, 1979, Le Mouël , 1984℄, plus non-penetration at
the tangent ylinder (the ylinder tangent to the inner ore and aligned with the rotation axis)
and equatorial symmetry outside the tangent ylinder [Pais and Jault , 2008℄. We deompose the
ore ow as u = ue + uz zˆ. The z-invariant equatorial omponent ue of the ow an be dened
with a stream funtion ψ(s, φ, t) as
ue(s, φ, t) = ∇× (zψ) . (3)
The desription of the ow is ompleted by the expression of its axial omponent
uz(s, φ, z, t) =
−sz
H(s)2
us(s, φ, t) , (4)
whih ensures the non-penetration ondition at the CMB, with (s, φ, z) the ylindrial oordinates
and H(s) =
√
c2 − s2 the half-height of a uid olumn.
There exists a basis of ow vetors that automatially satisfy the TG onstraint [Le Mouël
et al., 1985, Bakus and Le Mouël , 1986℄. The ow oeients w in that basis are related to the
oeients x in the toroidal/poloidal expansion through the orthogonal matrix G :
x(t) = Gw(t) . (5)
The number of unknowns for a single epoh is then redued to Nw = ℓ
2
x the size of the vetor w
[Jakson, 1997℄. We denote H(t) = A(t)G the matrix relating the ow oeients w to the SV
oeients y.
We follow Jakson [1997℄ for the implementation of the time-dependent problem (see also
Bloxham and Jakson [1992℄). The ore ow oeients are expanded in terms of a basis of ubi
B-splines funtions Fp(t) [Lanaster and Salkauskas, 1986℄ uniformly spanning the time interval
[ts, te] with knot-spaing ∆t :
w(t) =
P∑
p=1
Fp(t)w
p . (6)
We denote W the vetor
[
w1 . . .wP
]
and X the vetor
[
x1 . . .xP
]
, with xp = Gwp. We sample
the time-span [ts, te] with steps δt. At every epoh tj we estimate the main eld oeients
m(tj) = m(tj) + m˜(tj) needed to build the interation matries A(tj) (see 2.3), and the data
oeients y(tj) =
∂m
∂t
(tj). From the latter we generate a data vetor Y = [y(ts) . . .y(te)],
a ombined set of SV Gauss oeients alulated at eah time-step, assoiated with the error
vetor E = [e(ts) . . . e(te)]. The forward problem is now written Y = HW + E, where H is a
banded matrix with bandwidth 4Nw, alulated from the interation matries H(tj) = A(tj)G and
the value Fp(tj) taken by eah B-spline Fp at epoh tj .
The solution of our problem is found by minimizing the objetive funtion
J(W) = ‖Y −HW‖2Cy + ξ‖W‖2Qw + µ‖W‖2Pw , (7)
with the generi notation ‖V‖2M = VTM−1V. The rst term is χ2 = ‖Y − HW‖2Cy , a measure
of the mist to the SV data, with the data ovariane matrix Cy as detailed in 2.2. The seond
term is a spatial regularization of the ow model, with ξ a damping parameter tuned to adjust the
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ompromise between a reasonable model omplexity and a good t to the data. The third term
orresponds to the equatorial symmetry and non-penetration onstraints at the tangent ylinder,
imposed using a weak form with µ a parameter big enough so that these onstraints are pratially
satised. The damping matrix Qw, together with the onstraint matries Pw, are dened in 2.2.
Minimizing the ost funtion J , as dened in equation (7), is a linear optimization problem. Its
solution is
W =
[HTC−1y H+ ξQ−1w + µP−1w ]−1HTC−1y Y . (8)
In pratie, δt = 1 yr and P = 24, whih orresponds to a knot spaing ∆t = 2 years, are used to
invert the CM4 SV oeients spanning [ts, te] = [1960, 2002]. Convergene of the solution with
δt has been heked for. Similarly, δt = 0.5 year and P = 25 are used to invert the xCHAOS SV
oeients over the time-span [ts, te] = [1997, 2008] (i.e. a knot spaing ∆t = 0.5 year). Finally,
we derive x(t) from W using Equations (5) and (6).
2.2 Regularization, onstraints and error model
The norm used throughout our study to regularize the problem is
Q3(u)2 =
〈∫
CMB
(D2 + V2)ds〉 = (te − ts)−1‖W‖2Qw = (te − ts)−1‖X‖2Qx , (9)
with the horizontal divergene D = ∇h · u and the radial vortiity V = rˆ · ∇ × u. The angular
brakets denote the time-averaging operator :
〈. . .〉 = 1
te − ts
∫ te
ts
. . . dt . (10)
The matrix Q−1x is blo-diagonal, with elements varying with harmoni degree ℓ as [ℓ(ℓ+ 1)]
2
/(2ℓ+
1) ∝ ℓ3, and Q−1w = GTQ−1x G. The extra linear onstraints in (7), namely the equatorial symmetry
and non-penetration at the tangent ylinder, are alulated as in Pais and Jault [2008℄. They an
be written in the form Lx = L Gw = 0, whih yields P−1w = G
TLTLG. In pratie the parameter µ
is large enough so that inreasing it does not aet the solution.
Other quadrati norms ould have been used, suh as the minimum energy norm [Madden and
Le Mouël , 1982, Pais et al., 2004℄
Q1(u)2 =
〈∫
CMB
‖u‖2 ds
〉
∝ ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
2ℓ+ 1
∼ ℓ1 , (11)
whih gives the r.m.s. veloity Q1 and orresponds to a relatively weaker damping of the high
harmoni degrees, or the more severe and widely used `strong norm' [Bloxham, 1988, Jakson
et al., 1993, Jakson, 1997℄
Q5(u)2 =
〈∫
CMB
(‖∇hD‖2 + ‖∇hV‖2) ds
〉
∝ [ℓ(ℓ+ 1)]
3
2ℓ+ 1
∼ ℓ5 . (12)
Our norm Q3(u)2 sales as ℓ3, as does the strongest omponent of the norm used in Pais and
Jault [2008℄ (symmetri part of the Reynolds tensor).
We assume that the errors are stationary and that the data ovariane matrix is diagonal. We
denote σd
2
(ℓ) = E
[
edℓm
2
]
the data ovarianes, whih are independent of the spherial harmoni
order m (isotropi errors). Supposing that the energy of the data error spreads uniformly over all
harmoni degree (i.e. at Lowes spetrum), one obtains a blo-diagonal ovariane matrix Cy of
whih elements are the varianes σd
2
(ℓ) = η/(ℓ+1)(2ℓ+1). The a priori noise level is set at η = 0.4
(nT/yr)
2
for both the CM4 and xCHAOS models. This hoie is somewhat arbitrary, and a better
desription of both the spatial and temporal statistial behaviour of data errors ould be useful in
future work. First, there are some hints that the oeients of the data ovariane matrix should
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depend on ℓ−m to aount for a poor knowledge of the magneti eld in auroral regions [Olsen
and Mandea, 2007℄. Seondly the use of a temporal regularization to generate time-dependent
eld models redues the time variability of the SV oeients at high degrees, penalizing the
instantaneous seular aeleration
∂2Br
∂t2
at small sales. There is indeed a trade-o between the
spatial omplexity and the temporal variability of a magneti eld model. Olsen and Mandea [2008℄
gave preedene to the former over the latter, as noted by Lesur et al. [2008℄ who also remarked
that the seular aeleration predited by xCHAOS is fully ontrolled by the regularization proess
above degree 11. Introduing time orrelation in the data errors (non diagonal ovariane matrix,
i.e. E
[
edℓm(t)e
d
ℓm(t± τ)
] 6= 0) or a time-orrelated noise at small sales (e.g. with an ensemble
approah for the data errors) might be a way to address this issue.
2.3 Small-sale magneti eld with zero mean and Gaussian time or-
relation funtion
An ensemble of K matries Ak is alulated from an ensemble of K small-sale magneti
elds m˜k. We onsider the small-sale eld as a random noise with a Gaussian entered time
orrelation. A set of K random small sale main eld models m˜k(t) is generated, satisfying :
∀k ∈ [1,K], ∀ℓ ∈ ]ℓm, ℓm], ∀m ≤ ℓ, ∀(t, t′) ∈ [ts, te]2,
E
[
m˜kℓm(t), m˜
k
ℓm(t
′)
]
= σ2m(ℓ) exp
[
−1
2
(
t− t′
τm(ℓ)
)2]
, (13)
where m˜kℓm(t) denotes a oeient of degree ℓ and order m of the spherial harmoni expansion of
the magneti eld at epoh t. E[. . .] represents the mathematial expetation, τm(ℓ) is the typial
orrelation time for the main eld oeients of degree ℓ and σ2m(ℓ) their variane. The hoie of
a stationary Gaussian orrelated stohasti proess is justied by the work of Hulot and Mouël
[1994℄. It reets the statistial behaviour of both the observed historial and arheomagneti elds
[Hongre et al., 1998℄.
In order to estimate the varianes σ2m(ℓ) = E
[
m˜ℓm(t)
2
]
, we t an exponential urve to the
Lowes spetrum of the main eld model GRIMM [Lesur et al., 2008℄ for degrees ℓ ∈ [2, 13], epoh
2003.5, and extrapolate it for degrees ℓ > 13. It gives σ2m(ℓ) = 1.09 × 109 e−1.26ℓ/(ℓ + 1)(2ℓ + 1).
For eah degree ℓ, typial orrelation times τm(ℓ) for the main eld are estimated from SV and
main eld spetra [Hulot and Mouël , 1994℄,
R(ℓ) = τm(ℓ)
−2 =

∑
m≤ℓ
(
g2ℓm + h
2
ℓm
)
−1 ∑
m≤ℓ
(
g˙2ℓm + h˙
2
ℓm
)
, (14)
where the upper `dot' denotes the time derivative. A power law t for harmoni degrees ℓ ≤ 11 of
GRIMM at 2003.5 gives R(ℓ) ≃ 1.47×10−6ℓ2.75 yrs−2. Its extrapolation gives estimates from 22 to
5 years for harmoni degrees 14 to 40 of B˜. As mentioned in 2.2, the SV oeients are likely to be
too muh orrelated at high degrees, due to temporal regularization of time-dependent eld models.
Thus the hoie of a power law t to R(ℓ) is questionable [see e.g. Holme and Olsen, 2006℄, and we
also tried the ase of an exponential t to R(ℓ) for ℓ ∈ [2, 11]. We obtain R(ℓ) ≃ 1.1× 10−5e0.44ℓ,
that is τm from 14 to 0.05 years for harmoni degrees 14 to 40 of B˜. In this latter ase the small
sales are muh less orrelated in time, as illustrated in Figure 1. This gure also shows that our
syntheti oeient time series, omputed by low-pass ltering a random noise, have orrelation
times very lose to what is requested. These time series are normalized in order to have the required
variane σ2m(ℓ), and sampled every δt to produe the oeients m˜ℓm(tj).
We onatenate the large-sale main eld oeients with the small-sale random ones into an
ensemble of K models mk(t) =
[
m(t), m˜k(t)
]
. From these, we generate K matries
Ak(t) = A[mk(t)] = A(t) + A˜k(t) , (15)
5
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4010
−1
100
101
102
103
harm. degree
τ m
 
(yr
s)
Fig. 1  The main eld orrelation time τm as a funtion of harmoni degree ℓ, estimated from the
ratio R(ℓ) for the GRIMM model at epoh 2003.5 (green triangles), its exponential and power law
ts (dotted blak), and alulated from the syntheti time series (red irles : power law t ; red
rosses : exponential t). Only harmoni degrees above ℓ = 13 (to the right of the vertial line)
are used in the ensemble inversion.
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where we an separate the mean interation matrix A(t) = A[m(t)] and A˜k(t) = A[m˜k(t)] sine the
operator A is linear. Matries Ak are used to invert for K ow models xk, as detailed in 2.1. The
hoie of the damping parameter ξ is suh that the normalized mist to the dataM =
√
χ2
PNy
, the
rst term in the ost funtion J dened in equation (7), is of order unity for eah of the individual
models xk.
3 Aounting for Rapid Changes in the Seular Variation
3.1 Ensemble of ow solutions
Figure 2 illustrates several ore ow solutions from the ensemble of models xk at the epoh
1980 (from CM4). Loal features of the ows vary widely from one model to the other : see
for instane the yloni (yellow) path to the west of the Greenwih meridian, the loation of
the maximal yloni vortiity in the Pai hemisphere, or the variability in the intensity of
the antiyloni (blue) vorties in the Atlanti hemisphere. It illustrates how the ignorane of
the small-sale magneti eld B˜ bears upon the solution of the ore ow inverse problem. This
dispersion means that most of the small length-sale vorties are not resolved.
In Figure 3, the CMB ow spetra for models xk are ompared to the spetrum for the mean
model
xˆ(t) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
xk(t) , (16)
Averaged solutions are alulated using K = 25 realisations of B˜, whih, as we heked, is enough
to obtain a onverged average model xˆ. The time averaged kineti energy spetra Es (resp. Et) for
the poloidal (resp. toroidal) omponents of the ow are dened as
{Es(ℓ), Et(ℓ)} =
〈
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
2ℓ+ 1
∑
m≤ℓ
{
ssℓm(t)
2 + scℓm(t)
2, tsℓm(t)
2 + tcℓm(t)
2
}〉
, (17)
where the {ss,cℓm, ts,cℓm} are the poloidal and toroidal spherial harmoni ow oeients [e.g. Holme,
2007℄, with the notation 〈. . .〉 dened in equation (10). Above harmoni degree 10 or so, the mean
ow beomes less and less energeti ompared to any of the individual realizations : small-sale
ow strutures anel out from one inversion to the other. The agreement between the dierent
individual solutions below degree 10 means that the (large sale) average over the ensemble of ow
solutions an be onsidered as a resolved omponent of the ore ow. In Figure 2, it essentially
orresponds to an eentri planetary sale antiyloni gyre that shows a dihotomy between the
Atlanti and Pai hemispheres, with a few large to medium sale vorties superimposed on it
(see 5).
Figure 4 illustrates that the average solution xˆ (still for CM4) depends only weakly on the
hoie of the damping parameter ξ. This result ontrasts with the stronger dependene on ξ of the
snapshot ow solutions previously alulated [e.g. Pais and Hulot , 2000, Eymin and Hulot , 2005℄.
Jakson [1997℄ found that the r.m.s. veloity of his time-dependent ow solution inreases by a
fator of 30% as the damping parameter ξ is divided by 10. In our study, the r.m.s. ow veloity
(the norm Q1, see Table 1) for the average solution xˆ alulated from CM4 hanges only by 3%
as ξ is divided by 10, whereas individual solutions xk hange by about 20%. The dependene on
ξ of the norm Q3 used to penalize the high degrees is larger, with 23% and 50% evolutions for
xˆ and the xk, respetively. The onventional solution, hosen aording to some riterion about
the mist on a trade-o urve, depends strongly on the a priori hoie of an error model whih is
poorly doumented. Our new approah to alulate resolved ore ows an also be ompared to
the method reently put forward by two of us [Pais and Jault , 2008℄. They developed an inversion
sheme where the spatial resolution errors were estimated iteratively. Results were similar in that
muh the kineti energy of the largest sales of the ow did not depend on the a priori error model.
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Fig. 2  Snapshots of the stream funtion ψ in the equatorial plane outside the tangent ylinder,
viewed from the North pole, for several models xk of the ensemble solution, from CM4 at epoh
1980, for ξ = 10−3 and τm(ℓ) estimated with an exponential t to R(ℓ). The olour sale ranges
between ±8 (dimensionless units), with ontours every 0.4 and the zero ontour in bold. The blue
(resp. yellow) areas orrespond to antiyloni (resp. yloni) irulations. The thin blak radial
line orresponds to the projetion of the Greenwih meridian on the equatorial plane.
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Fig. 3  Time averaged toroidal Et (upper) and poloidal Es (lower) CMB ow power spetra for
the ensemble of models xk (green) and the average xˆ (red), from CM4, for ξ = 10−3 and τm(ℓ)
estimated with an exponential t to R(ℓ).
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They diered to the extent that the harmoni degree above whih regularization strongly redued
the ow amplitude varied with the error model (ompare e.g. their gure 7 left and right). Our
results give redit to the ensemble approah, where the alulated solutions are muh less sensitive
to the initial error model and to the hoie of the free parameter ξ, as shown in Table 1.
In the same Figure 4, we also ompare spetra of average ow solutions xˆ alulated from
several models of B˜, either presenting no time orrelation (bold blak), or with time orrelation
τm(ℓ) estimated from an exponential (bold red) or a power law (thin red) t to R(ℓ) (see 2.3).
For an ensemble of ow solutions presenting a similar mist Mk to the data in all ases, using a
small sale magneti eld model B˜ independent from one epoh to the other inreases the energy
and the omplexity of the solution xˆ. This means that the advetion of an unorrelated B˜ is less
able to aount for the observed smooth variation of the eld. Hene, we have a rst indiation
that time orrelation of B˜ matters. However, one an notie that the a priori hoie of saling for
τm(ℓ) does not strongly aet the average ow solution xˆ.
We have also tested the eet of weaker and stronger norms, imposing damping matries with
diagonal elements proportional to ℓ1 and ℓ5, respetively (see 2.2). Using a stronger (resp. weaker)
norm brings more energy into larger (resp. smaller) sales for the mean solution xˆ (for the ensemble
of models xk eah presenting a mistMk ≃ 1 in all ases). We observe that the unresolved ow at
high degrees (the part whih varies from one realisation to the other) is relatively less important
for a strong norm than for a weak norm : the dispersion of the ensemble of ow solutions is smaller
with a strong norm. As we require in both ases the ensemble of individual ow models to t the
data well, using a strong norm generates an average solution whih an aount for a larger part
of the signal than using a weak norm does. The robust harater of our ow solutions, whih
depends only weakly on the value of the damping parameter ξ, is nevertheless onditional on the
denition of the norm ‖ . . . ‖Qw . However, the main onlusions derived in the next setions about
the statistial properties of the spatial resolution errors, the t to geophysial data, the planetary
sale anti-yloni gyre, and the magneti diusion are not qualitatively aeted by this a priori
hoie.
3.2 Statistial properties of the spatial resolution errors
Due to underparameterization of the forward problem, most previous studies try to explain all
the observed SV as an eet of a large sale eld B being adveted by a large sale ow. As a
result, some aliasing ours over the large sale ow oeients [Celaya and Wahr , 1996℄. Here we
try to irumvent this diulty using a stohasti model for B˜ and allowing the individual ows
that t the SV data to have smaller sales.
We dene the spatial resolution errors er as the dierene between (i) the preditions resulting
from the average and resolved ow model xˆ interating with the `known' large-sale main eld m,
and (ii) the preditions from eah xk interating with its assoiated mk = m + m˜k :
erk = A xˆ− Ak xk , (18)
with the matries A and Ak as dened in 2.3.
Our method for estimating the eet of the unresolved magneti eld diers from that of Eymin
and Hulot [2005℄ and Pais and Jault [2008℄. These two studies aimed at estimating the spatial
resolution errors in order to reover the largest sales of the ore ow in a onsistent way. In Pais
and Jault [2008℄, the spatial resolution errors were added to the observation errors in the objetive
funtion (see its denition (7) in our ase), so that they ontribute to ondition the omputed ow.
Instead, we estimate the spatial resolution errors ex post fato in order to quantify the prediting
power of the average ow solution xˆ and to disuss their stationarity.
We rst disuss the spatial properties of the error budget, before its temporal harateristis
are analysed. Figures 5 show the time averaged SV Lowes spetra at the Earth's surfae (radius
a = 6371.2 km) for the data, the model preditions and predition errors, for an ensemble inversion
using the CM4 (top) and xCHAOS (bottom) magneti eld models. As required by our hoie of
the damping parameter (see 2.2 and below), any of the individual ow models xk aounts well
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Fig. 4  Time averaged toroidal Et (upper) and poloidal Es (lower) CMB ow power spetra for the
average models xˆ inverted from CM4, for several models of B˜ and dierent damping parameters ξ.
Time orrelated B˜ with τm(ℓ) estimated with an exponential t to R(ℓ) and three dierent values
of ξ = 3× 10−4 (bold green), 10−3 (bold red), and 3× 10−3 (bold blue). Time orrelated B˜ with
τm(ℓ) estimated with a power law t to R(ℓ) and ξ = 10
−3
(thin red). Bold blak : unorrelated
B˜ and ξ = 3× 10−4.
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for the SV data : the energy of the predition errors from the several xk is muh smaller than
that of the SV signal for harmoni degrees ℓ < 11 for CM4 and ℓ < 12 for xCHAOS. The mean
veloity model xˆ is less able to aount for the observed SV as it inludes muh fewer small sales
at harmoni degrees ℓ > 10.
In agreement with what Pais and Jault [2008℄ found for the snapshot ore ow inverse problem,
the spatial resolution errors er strongly dominate the error budget at the low harmoni degrees,
whereas the noise level η from the data errors ed beomes important at higher degrees. We estimate
the time average varianes of the spatial resolution errors per harmoni degree, averaged over the
K realisations, as
σr(ℓ)2 =
1
2ℓ+ 1
∑
m≤ℓ
1
K
K∑
k=1
〈
erkℓm(t)
2
〉
, (19)
using the notation (10). They an be tted as σr2(ℓ) ≃ σr02 exp(−ℓ), with σr02 = 53 (nT/yr)2 for
CM4, and 29 (nT/yr)
2
for xCHAOS  note that the Lowes spetra of the spatial resolution error
in Figure 5 is given by (ℓ + 1)(2ℓ + 1)σr(ℓ)2. We observe that the predition errors spetrum
dominates that of the spatial resolution errors for ℓ ≥ 8 for both CM4 and xCHAOS (see the
green and blue dotted urves in Figure 5), a degree above whih spatial resolution errors beome
relatively less important. Our estimate of σr0 for xCHAOS is in agreement with the ndings of
Pais and Jault [2008℄ from the losely related CHAOS model [Olsen et al., 2006℄. The larger time
averaged values of σr(ℓ)2 found for CM4 than for xCHAOS illustrate that the average model xˆ is
able to better aount for the xCHAOS SV than for the CM4 SV, at least over the full time span
[ts, te] of these models. That suggests that the time average auray of xCHAOS is better than
that of CM4. We now onentrate on the time variation of the spatial resolution errors.
Figure 6 shows that the normalized residuals Mk for the ow models xk inverted from CM4
gradually derease with time, by about 30% after say 1975 (thin urves). We attribute this result
to a gradual improvement in data quality with time, with the Magsat satellite mission in 1980
and the inreasing auray in the observatory measurements over the past 50 years (see 6).
The normalized predition errors M (xˆ) for the average model xˆ interating with the large sale
magneti eld m (whih is a good approximation of the normalized spatial resolution errors at low
degrees : see Figure 5, dotted urves red and blue) also shows a 30% drop between 1980 and 1995 :
our resolved large sale ow better aounts for the observed seular variation after 1990 than
before 1980. We suspet we may be underestimating the data errors in the rst half of the time
span (as we onsidered stationary data errors ed for simpliity), and thus map part of ed into the
spatial resolution errors. Interestingly, the mist for the average modelM (xˆ) found at the end of
CM4 mathes well that found for the starting epohs of xCHAOS (note that the a priori hoie
of noise level is similar for both models) : it seems that the auray of both models is somewhat
similar for the time interval during whih they overlap. We an as well detet a signiant derease
of the predition errors for xˆ over the satellite era. We have no explanation for this result, exept
for the rst two years of xCHAOS, whih are not onstrained by satellite data but by observatory
monthly means only. Finally, note that the time evolution of the residuals for the average model
xˆ is only slightly aeted by our hoie of damping parameter ξ, as an be seen in Figure 6.
We alulate for eah spherial harmoni oeient the time orrelation of the spatial resolution
errors as an average over the K realizations :
ρrℓm(τ) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
∫ te−τ
ts
[
erkℓm(t)−
〈
erkℓm
〉] [
erkℓm(t+ τ)−
〈
erkℓm
〉]
dt
(te − ts − τ)
〈[
erkℓm(t)−
〈
erkℓm
〉]2〉 , (20)
with the notation 〈. . .〉 of Equation (10). For simpliity, the spatial resolution errors are assumed
stationary (but see the disussion above). Figure 7 presents the alulated ρrℓm(τ) for all harmoni
oeients. We nd no obvious dependene of ρrℓm(τ) on the degree ℓ, the order m or (ℓ −m).
Some dispersion in both the orrelation time (from 5 to 15 yrs) and the shape of the orrelation
funtion is observed for the SV oeients for whih the spatial resolution errors dominate the
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Fig. 5  Time averaged SV Lowes spetra at the Earth surfae, from CM4 (top, ξ = 10−3) and
xCHAOS (bottom, ξ = 3×10−3) : data (blak) and noise level (dotted blak), average preditions
(green), average predition errors (dotted green) and average spatial resolution errors (dotted blue)
over the ensemble of models xk, preditions (red) and predition errors (dotted red) for xˆ. The
orrelation times τm(ℓ) of B˜ are alulated with an exponential t to R(ℓ).
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Fig. 6  Normalized mist to the data (CM4 ontinued by xCHAOS) Mk assoiated with the
ensemble of ows xk (thin urves) and M (xˆ) assoiated with the average ow solution xˆ (bold
urves), alulated for several damping parameters inreasing from green to blue : ξ = (0.3, 1, 3)×
10−3 (CM4) and ξ = (1, 3, 10)× 10−3 (xCHAOS). The orrelation times τm(ℓ) of B˜ are alulated
with an exponential t to R(ℓ).
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Fig. 7  Correlation ρrℓm(τ) for the spatial resolution errors as dened in Equation (20), from
CM4, with ξ = 10−3 and an exponential t to R(ℓ) for the estimation of τm(ℓ). The harmoni
degree value is indiated in the horizontal axis, and all oeients within a ertain ℓ are listed in
the following order : g˙01 , g˙
1
1 , h˙
1
1, g˙
0
2 , g˙
1
2 , h˙
1
2, g˙
2
2 , h
2
2, g˙
0
3 . . . g˙
13
13 , h˙
13
13.
residuals of individual inversions (ℓ ≤ 8). The oeients of higher degree are orrelated as well,
over similar time sales, with very little dispersion.
We have now a lear assessment of the statistial properties of spatial resolution errors. On the
one hand, they have varianes σr(ℓ)2 large enough to yield a signiant mist between SV data
and preditions from the resolved ore ow interating with the large sale magneti eld. On
the other hand, the nite orrelation time, of the order of 10 yrs, of the spatial resolution errors
implies that this mist does not hange abruptly, but slowly evolves over sub-deade timesales.
There is more information to be olleted in the temporal hanges of the SV data, whih we an
attribute to rapid hanges of the ow, rather than in their absolute level, whih has an important
ontribution from (time orrelated) nonlinear interations involving small length-sales features.
Speially, rapid hanges in the SV suh as geomagneti jerks should be well predited by the
resolved part of our ore ow models.
3.3 SV at observatory loation
In Figures 8 and 9 we ompare our ow model preditions inferred from CM4 with the SV
annual mean data at the observatories in Hermanus (South Afria), Maquarie Island (Australia),
Kakioka (Japan) and Niemegk (Germany). All models xk t the data well (green urves). It means
that it is possible to aount for the observatory data with rather energeti QG ows presenting
numerous small strutures (see 5). The less energeti average ow does not t the data as well
as the individual realisations xk do (red urve). Note that the average of the preditions from the
xk is not the predition of the mean ow xˆ, beause it is not a linear funtion of the small-sale
eld B˜.
Typially, the predition of xˆ is less than the observed SV (at least for most ases where the
amplitude of the SV signal is large). As a onsequene, the residuals from the averaged model xˆ,
and thus the spatial resolution errors, tend to be orrelated with the SV data. In other words, the
average model xˆ fails to predit part of the highs and lows on a map of the SV at the Earth's
surfae. Our estimates of xˆ at as a low-pass lter of the atual veloity at the ore surfae, keeping
only the large length-sales of the ow but with gain probably less than one.
As we antiipated, the ow xˆ aounts muh better for the temporal hanges of the magneti
eld SV reorded in the observatories than for its amplitude  see e.g. the almost onstant shift,
on all three omponents, between the observations and the xˆ predition at Hermanus, from both
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CM4 (gure 8) and xCHAOS (gure 10). The harateristi signature of geomagneti jerks an be
well reprodued from our robust QG ow model (all three omponents at Niemegk, Y omponent
at Hermanus, Z omponent at Kakioka). In another instane, the rapid hanges in the 1970's and
around 2000 are missing (Y omponent in Kakioka, but see the weak amplitude of the signal at
that epoh). Note that all three omponents at Niemegk, loated in a region where there are many
magneti observatories, are well reprodued. Figure 10 shows ow model preditions inferred from
xCHAOS with annual dierenes of both annual and monthly means at Niemegk and Hermanus
observatories (the latter have been ollated by Chulliat and Telali [2007℄). They are shown in the
geomagneti dipole oordinate system (Xd, Yd, Zd), rather than in the geographi frame (X,Y,Z)
= (North, East, Down), in order to redue the satter of the monthly means data due to external
eld soures, and thus failitate the omparison. Our models an aount rather well for the rapid
hanges reported in Olsen and Mandea [2007, 2008℄ on the Yd omponent at Niemegk (around
2003 and 2005) and at Hermanus (in 2005), where the amplitude of the signal is muh larger.
The wiggle of similar amplitude, observed on the Zd omponent at Hermanus around 2003, is not
modeled by the xCHAOS magneti model, and thus annot be reprodued by our ensemble of ow
model preditions.
4 On a Possible Misinterpretation of Apparent Frozen-Flux
Violation
Magneti diusion, as a soure of modelling errors in alulation of ore surfae ows, has
been muh studied (see Holme and Olsen [2006℄ and referenes therein). Let us assume that the
time orrelation of the errors arising beause of magneti diusion an be diretly inferred from
the time orrelation τm of the observed magneti eld (see 2.3). The latter time dereases, as
a funtion of harmoni degree, from a few hundred years for ℓ = 2 down to about 20 years for
ℓ = 13. Aording to this reasoning, magneti diusion annot hinder the identiation of the ore
ow features responsible for the rapid hanges of the magneti eld.
In this setion, we aim to estimate how muh of the apparent signature of diusion observed
in the main eld models is assoiated with the SV indued by the spatial resolution errors. The
frozen ux approximation leads to onservation laws [Bakus, 1968℄ on the magneti ux through
surfaes S bounded by material urves C on whih Br = 0 :
d
dt
∫
S
Br ds =
d
dt
∫
CMB
|Br|ds = 0 . (21)
However, we do not have aess to the atual null-ux urves C, sine they are inuened by the
small-sale eld B˜r and only the large-sale eld Br is known. The tehnique to detet magneti
diusion at the CMB has then been to monitor the time evolution of the ux of magneti eld
through pathes S bounded by the urves C where Br = 0 [Bloxham et al., 1989℄. From the indu-
tion equation (2) projeted onto the subspae of large-sale omponents (ℓ ≤ 13), and allowing for
predition errors from the inverted ows, one nds
∂Br
∂t
= −∇h ·
(
uk
[
Br + B˜kr
])
+ εk , (22)
where εk represents the residual after the inversion for the individual ow uk alulated from
the realisation B˜kr of the small sale magneti eld. The overbar denotes the projetion on the
spherial harmoni oeients of degree ℓ ≤ 13. The frozen-ux neessary ondition through any
path S is : ∫
S
[
∂Br
∂t
+∇h ·
(
ukBr
)]
ds = −
∫
S
[
∇h ·
(
ukB˜kr
)
+ εk
]
ds . (23)
Negleting the seond term in the left-hand side and the right-hand side of equation (23) gives
the ondition whih has been used as a test of frozen-ux from magneti eld models [Gubbins,
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Fig. 8  X,Y and Z omponents of the seular variation annual means (blak irles) at the Her-
manus observatory (South-Afria, left olumn) and the Maquarie Island observatory (Australia,
right olumn), superimposed on model preditions for the ensemble of models xk (green) and the
average model xˆ (red), from CM4, with ξ = 10−3 and an exponential t to R(ℓ) for the estimation
of τm(ℓ).
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SV model time orrelation ξ Mˆ M(xˆ) Qˆ3 Q3(xˆ) Qˆ1 Q1(xˆ)
CM4 white 3 10−4 1.54 5.35 17.96 10.39 18.01 14.30
CM4 Gaussian (pow) 1 10−3 1.52 6.40 12.34 7.73 14.68 12.41
3 10−4 1.02 6.56 15.16 8.57 16.13 12.57
CM4 Gaussian (exp) 1 10−3 1.57 6.33 12.41 7.81 14.76 12.45
3 10−3 2.35 6.31 10.09 6.98 13.59 12.18
3 10−4 0.48 5.36 14.93 8.29 16.54 13.49
1 10−3 0.73 5.09 12.31 7.60 15.57 13.55
xCHAOS Gaussian (exp) 3 10−3 1.06 4.88 10.38 7.04 14.86 13.52
1 10−2 1.59 4.82 8.66 6.45 14.16 13.34
3 10−2 2.37 5.06 7.28 5.85 13.47 12.99
Tab. 1  Comparison of dierent ow inversions onsidered in this study. Mˆ, Qˆ3 and Qˆ1 stand for
the average over the K realisations of the mist and the norms, respetively. The r.m.s. veloity
Q1 is given in km.yr−1. The norm Q3 (homogeneous to the r.m.s. radial vortiity) is given in 10−5
day
−1
. `pow' and `exp' stand respetively for `exponential' and `power law' t to the ratio R(ℓ).
Fig. 9  Same as gure 8 at the Kakioka observatory (Japan, left) and the Niemegk observatory
(Germany, right).
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Fig. 10  Annual dierenes of annual (blak irles) and monthly (blak rosses) means in geoma-
gneti dipole oordinate (Xd, Yd, Zd) at the Hermanus observatory (South-Afria, left olumn) and
the Niemegk observatory (Germany, right olumn), superimposed with model preditions for the
ensemble of models xk (green) and the average model xˆ (red), from xCHAOS, with ξ = 3× 10−3
and an exponential t to R(ℓ) for the estimation of τm(ℓ).
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1983℄. We seek to quantify the importane of the extra terms in equation (23), in partiular that
involving the small-sale unresolved magneti eld B˜r and that related to the predition errors ε.
We fous our study (Figure 11, top) on the reverse ux path beneath South Atlanti and Indian
oeans, whih has given the main evidene for apparent frozen-ux violation [Bloxham et al.,
1989, Gubbins, 2007℄. In order to alulate ux integrals, we over the region of interest with a
triangulation on the unit sphere, and then use simple tehniques to estimate integrals over eah
spherial triangle [Renka, 1997℄.
On the left-hand side of equation (23), the surfae integral of the divergene term involving
the large-sale eld Br would be identially zero if all length sales of the divergene were allowed
(beause of the divergene theorem and using the fat that Br = 0 along eah S ontour). We
nd (see the red urves of gure 11) that it is eetively of muh weaker amplitude than all other
terms of Equation (23). We nd also (green urves in Figure 11, top) that the term involving the
small-sale unresolved magneti eld in equation (23) is not the main ontribution to the hange
of magneti ux through the Southern Hemisphere reverse ux path for the CM4 omprehensive
model. It gives an errorbar of the order of ±5 MWb/yr on the ux integral variation resulting
from the spatial resolution errors, for this spei reverse ux path. Instead, residuals εk from
our ow models (harmoni degrees ℓ = 10− 13) aount for most of the observed violation of the
frozen ux onstraint (blue urves in Figure 11). Figure 5 indeed shows that the residuals from
the ow models have the same energy as the CM4 SV model for these harmoni degrees. Figure
11 (top) also shows that the ux linked to this Southern Hemisphere path hanges muh more
slowly after 1980 than before. It is tempting to assoiate, one again, this observation with an
improvement in the auray of magneti eld models for reent epohs : it may not be possible to
resolve SV oeients of degree ℓ = 10− 13 in the rst half of the time interval overed by CM4.
The variation in ux through the reverse ux path for xCHAOS is weaker than that for CM4.
It atually happens to be within the errorbars estimated from the term involving the unresolved
magneti eld, whih means that we annot derive yet a denitive onlusion about the atual
presene of diusion in the past deade.
Studying the total unsigned ux, we reah the same onlusions. Dividing the CMB into I+
pathes S+i where Br > 0, and I− pathes S
−
i where Br < 0, we obtain from equation (23)∫
CMB
[
∂
∣∣Br∣∣
∂t
+∇h ·
(
uk
∣∣Br∣∣)
]
ds =
−
I+∑
i=1
∫
S
+
i
[
∇h ·
(
ukB˜kr
)
ds + εk
]
ds +
I−∑
i=1
∫
S
−
i
[
∇h ·
(
ukB˜kr
)
+ εk
]
ds . (24)
It orresponds to the global unsigned ux onservation law. We omputed the dierent ontributing
integrals in Equation (24). The sign of the main eld Br at eah point determines whether the
ell orresponding to this point belongs to a ux path S+i or S
−
i . Figure 11 (bottom) shows that
the residuals εk from the ensemble of ow models xk, rather than the indution term involving
B˜k, aount for the observed variation of the total unsigned ux for CM4. The latter only gives
a lower bound for detetable deadal utuations of the global unsigned ux, of the order of ±20
MWb/yr. The variations in the unsigned ux, as reonstruted from CM4, are muh weaker after
1980. One annot rule out the possibility of geomagneti inverse problem side eets to explain this
behaviour : models suh as CM4 or xCHAOS result from minimizing the time integral of both a
mist to the geomagneti data and some norm of Br at the CMB. Beause the quantity and quality
of the data vary in time, some artiial variation in the model omplexity is generated, whih
implies artiial unsigned ux variations. These are partiularly severe lose to the endpoints, and
the spatial norm of the model (hene the unsigned ux) typially reahes a minimum somewhere
in the middle of the time interval. As a onsequene, the SV unsigned ux evolves in time from
negative to positive values, a harateristis whih is observed for both the CM4 and xCHAOS
models (see gure 11, bottom).
For CM4, the main soure of ux variation deteted in this study arises from residuals at high
degrees, and not from the `subgrid-sale proesses' modeled through the spatial resolution error.
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Fig. 11  Top : time variation of the SV ux through the Southern Hemisphere reverse ux
path (below South Atlanti and Indian Oean). Bottom : time variation of the total unsigned
SV ux through the CMB. Blak : ux alulated for the CM4 and xCHAOS models. Blue : ux
assoiated with the residuals from the ensemble of ow models xk. Green : ux predited from the
ow models xk adveting m+ m˜k. Red : ux predited from the average ow model xˆ adveting
m. The orrelation times τm(ℓ) of B˜ are alulated with an exponential t to R(ℓ). The damping
parameters are ξ = 10−3 (CM4) and ξ = 3× 10−3 (xCHAOS).
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Our results then support the approah whih onsists in imposing onstraints on the magneti ux
[Constable et al., 1993, O'Brien et al., 1998, Jakson et al., 2007℄. This was already a onlusion of
Bloxham et al. [1989℄. For eld models built from spatially dense satellite data, suh as xCHAOS,
the reonstruted ux variation is within our estimate of the errorbars due to the unresolved
magneti eld.
5 The planetary sale anti-yloni gyre and length of day
variation
Our averaged ow models xˆ show large to medium sale vorties superimposed on an eentri
and planetary sale anti-yloni gyre (see the maps of the stream funtion in Figure 12). The
vorties present for the satellite era were already found in the snapshot study by Pais and Jault
[2008℄, with similar sign and loation. However, it is worth notiing that their results show more
small-sale features than ours. Two explanations an be oered. First of all, we remark above
(Figure 4 and 3.1) that taking into aount the time orrelation of B˜ dereases the spatial om-
plexity of the average ow. Inverting the ow at a single epoh, as Pais and Jault [2008℄ did,
orresponds to negleting the time orrelation of B˜. Seondly, these authors used a more ompli-
ated damping funtion : an extra soft onstraint on us was imposed in order to represent the β
eet harateristi of the quasi-geostrophi physis. Here we deided to use only one regulariza-
tion (to avoid the use of two adjustable parameters). Eventually, a data assimilation framework
may prove more appropriate to introdue dynamial onstraints and to ponder the signiane of
small sale vorties (see 6).
The planetary sale anti-yloni gyre is almost tangent to the inner ylinder below the Pai
oean, and ows at larger ylindrial radii below Asia (see Figure 12). This westward urrent,
already desribed in Pais and Jault [2008℄, is partiularly notieable for the most reent epohs,
for whih it is modelled from the xCHAOS `data'. There is a nie agreement between the ow
models obtained from xCHAOS and that found at the end of the CM4 era around 2000. The
variations in the ore angular momentum, responsible for the observed length of day variation
(LOD) [Jault et al., 1988, Jakson et al., 1993℄, are arried by small perturbations around this
gyre.
Flow model preditions of the LOD variation onstitute an independent test involving the
time hanges of the toroidal oeients t01 and t
0
3 (but not their mean amplitude). As illustrated
in Figure 13, we an see that the LOD variations for the most reent epohs (xCHAOS era) are
well aounted for by our ow models. Moreover, the preditions are almost ontinuous around
2000 between the two models derived from CM4 and xCHAOS (the same shift, equivalent to a
9.5 ms potential LOD hange, has been applied to all preditions from both magneti models).
However, the development of the gyre in the deade 19851995 orresponds to a large inrease of
the westward ore angular momentum that is not mathed by an inrease of the eastward mantle
angular momentum and onsequent derease of length of day, as inferred from the LOD data. The
disrepany is as large as 3 to 4 ms over almost 10 years. A similar diulty has been reported
by Wardinski [2004℄. The use of another model (C3FM, Wardinski and Holme [2006℄) and of a
weaker onstraint (TG only) only slightly help to redue this mismath. Figure 13 also illustrates
the dispersion in the LOD model preditions over the ensemble of ow models xk. The preditions
from almost all models are at odds with the LOD hanges observed in the deade entered in 1990.
The r.m.s. ow veloities olleted in Table 2 illustrate that our average ow models xˆ are
dominated by their stationary omponent 〈xˆ〉, amongst whih the eentri gyre. This stationary
ow is omposed of a non negligible zonal omponent 〈xˆ〉
0
, of whih the r.m.s. veloity is typially
half that of the total ow. On the ontrary, the time-variable ow xˆ′ = xˆ−〈xˆ〉 is mainly omposed of
non-zonal veloity strutures. For the alulations performed using xCHAOS over the period 1997
2008, whih show a good t to the LOD data, the r.m.s. veloity of the time-variable axisymmetri
ow xˆ′0 (responsible for the LOD variations) is only 28% that of xˆ
′
. Our ndings ontrast with
the senario proposed by Bloxham et al. [2002℄, in whih LOD variations and jerks deteted at
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1962 (CM4) 1980 (CM4)
2000 (CM4) 2003.5 (xCHAOS)
Fig. 12  Snapshots of the stream funtion ψ in the equatorial plane outside the tangent ylinder,
viewed from the North pole, for the average model xˆ at several epohs. The olour sale range
between = ±8 (dimensionless units), with ontours every 0.4 and the zero ontour in bold. The
blue (resp. yellow) areas orrespond to antiyloni (resp. yloni) irulations. The thin blak
radial line orresponds to the projetion of the Greenwih meridian on the equatorial plane. The
orrelation times τm(ℓ) of B˜ are alulated with an exponential t toR(ℓ). The damping parameters
are ξ = 10−3 (CM4) and ξ = 3× 10−3 (xCHAOS).
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Fig. 13  Length of day variations : data (blak), and preditions from the ensemble of ow models
xk (green) and from the average model xˆ (red), from CM4 (ξ = 10−3) and xCHAOS (ξ = 3×10−3),
with τm(ℓ) alulated with an exponential t to R(ℓ). The same shift has been applied to all pre-
ditions from both magneti models. The data are omputed from the exess LOD (as provided
by the Earth Orientation Center at the Paris Observatory, see http ://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-p/)
orreted from the atmospheri angular momentum (NCEP/NCAR reanalysis to obtain the ee-
tive angular momentum funtions, see http ://ftp.aer.om/pub/anon−ollaborations/sba/). After
a singular spetrum analysis deomposition, LOD variations are nally reonstruted from the
rst 3 empirial orthogonal funtions using the SSA-MTM toolkit [Ghil et al., 2000℄.
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observatory loations are attributed to torsional osillations superimposed on a stationary ow.
We nd a larger interannual variability for the ow models alulated from xCHAOS than
from CM4. The orrelation between two stream funtion maps ψ(s, φ, t) obtained from xCHAOS
at two dierent epohs (from 1998 to 2008) always exeeds 0.985. This value an be ompared to
0.95, the orrelation between the two stream funtion maps alulated from CM4 for the epohs
1990 and 2000. The lowest orrelation between any two epohs of CM4, 0.82, orresponds to maps
alulated for 1972 and 2002. We wonder whether some of the variability of the CM4 magneti
eld model is spurious, as CM4 inorporates dierent types of data during its time span. It is
possible also that xCHAOS shows too few utuations (beause of a too heavily penalized seular
aeleration, see 2.2). Finally, there ould be as well some real time variations in the amplitude
of the non-stationary ow over the past 50 years.
The eentri gyre ontains two regions of strong azimuthal ows respetively at radii s ≃ 0.4
(lose to the tangent ylinder) and s ≃ 0.85 (near 30◦ latitude), a point whih was already noted
by Pais and Jault [2008℄ in their study of suessive snapshots in 2001, 2002.5 and 2004. These
two regions are onneted by an ageostrophi ow (see the ylindrial radial ow below south-east
Asia in Figure 12). The existene of suh an ageostrophi ow over deadal time sales requires
the magneti eld inside the outer ore to be strong enough. Let us infer typial values for the
internal magneti eld from a balane between Lorentz and Coriolis fores in the equation for the
vertial vortiity, negleting inertia :
2ρΩs
H(s)2
us ∼ 1
2µ0H(s)
∫ +H
−H
z · ∇ × [(∇×B)×B] dz , (25)
We further assume that B is essentially parallel to the gyre, i.e. frozen where the ow is the most
rapid, in order to minimize indution. We note (B⊥, δ⊥) and (B‖, δ‖) the magneti eld omponents
and their assoiated length-sales, respetively normal and tangent to the ow. Our loal frozen ux
hypothesis means that B⊥ ≪ B‖. Furthermore the solenoidal ondition, for negligible gradients of
Bz along the rotation axis, gives δ⊥ ∼ B⊥
B‖
δ‖ ≪ δ‖, so that one an estimate the eletrial urrents
as
B‖
δ⊥
, and the Lorentz fore in Equation (25) as
B‖B⊥
δ2⊥
. Suh a balane gives the saling law
B⊥B‖ ∼ 2ρµ0Ω
sδ2⊥u
∗
s
H(s)2
, (26)
with u∗s ≃ 15 km/yr the peak radial veloity along the gyre, and δ⊥ ≃ 250 km the half-width of
the gyre estimated at this loation. It gives a typial value of order 3 mT for the magneti eld√
B⊥B‖ inside the ore, an estimate ten times larger than the r.m.s. value of Br obtained at the
CMB from geomagneti models suh as xCHAOS or CM4. Suh an estimate ompares well with
that obtained with saling laws derived from geodynamo models for two dierent fore balanes
[Starhenko and Jones, 2002, Christensen and Aubert , 2006℄. As a onsequene it gives an estimate
for the Alfvén waves period muh shorter than that provided by Zatman and Bloxham [1997℄ from
a torsional waves senario (down to a few years instead of deades).
6 Conlusion
The spatial resolution errors that we have investigated have orrelation times of the order of
10 years. Thus, they do not hinder the identiation of the ow strutures that are at the origin
of sudden hanges in the SV, suh as the geomagneti jerks. We have found that the residuals
from both the ensemble of our ow solutions and the averaged ow model derease by about
30% during the 1980's. We think that this derease originates from the gradual improvement of
magneti eld models [Hulot et al., 2007℄, whih reets the inreased density and auray of
magneti observations. Delination/Inlination magnetometers (DI-ux) beame widely used in
the observatories by the 1970's [Turner et al., 2007℄. The Magsat mission provided an aurate
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piture of the magneti eld for the year 1980. Together with the Oersted and CHAMP missions,
it gave a good desription of the average SV for the time interval 1980-1999. That motivated the
development of a magneti eld model for the period 1980-2000 : C3FM [Wardinski and Holme,
2006℄. Finally, the Intermagnet network of digital observatories sharing modern measurement
praties developed after 1990. Computing dierenes of magneti eld omponents reorded in
two nearby observatories (CLF, Frane and DOU, Belgium) and removing deadal and interannual
variations, the improvement is indeed manifest over the past 50 years, as illustrated in Figure 14.
That operation eliminates the external signal oherent over the few hundred km separating the
two observatories. The only possible explanation for the derease of the variane of the series that
we have onstruted is a noise redution with time (given that the non-oherent external and
indued signals present smaller or stationary varianes). We nd it very enouraging that this
improvement in data quality is reeted in an enhaned ability of our ow models to aount for
the observed SV.
We have investigated whether apparent violations of the frozen-ux onstraints an be assigned
to indution involving unresolved sales of the radial magneti eld at the CMB. We have found
that these apparent violations were more likely aused by inauraies of high degree oeients
of the SV model CM4. Indeed, they are vanishing as SV models improve. Thus, our results give
support to previous attempts at inorporating frozen-ux onstraints in geomagneti eld models
[Constable et al., 1993, Jakson et al., 2007℄, at least before high quality data have been reorded
over a long time span. We stress, however, that quantifying apparent violations of the frozen-ux
onstraints may eventually yield valuable upper bounds on subgrid-sale indution eets as data
quality further improves.
Introduing an ensemble approah and taking into aount the time orrelation of the onealed
magneti eld, we have given a new twist to the kinemati approah, where SV models and ore
ows are alulated sequentially, making the ore ow inverse problem linear. There have been
earlier attempts to retrieve simultaneously a magneti eld and a ow model from observatory
reords [Waddington et al., 1995℄. Our observations onerning the fall of the mist and of the
apparent unsigned ux variation during the 1980's and beyond, all for the introdution of data
assimilation in magneti eld modelling. This tehnique, derived rst for oeanography and meteo-
rology [Talagrand and Courtier , 1987, Ghil , 2000℄ is able not only to retro-propagate information
towards epohs with poorer data overage and/or auray, but also to satisfy onstraints suh as
the frozen ux by using a dynamial model inside the penalty funtion. Using a simplied model
and syntheti data, Fournier et al. [2007℄ have shown how dense and aurate measurements at
the end of the time span of the model improves the model initial state after the assimilation pro-
ess is ompleted. The apparent rapid hanges of ore angular momentum retrieved between 1985
and 1995 have no ounterpart in LOD data. They are almost ertainly spurious. This suggests
that information onstraining the evolution of the veloity eld from the earlier epohs to the
most reent ones, where our ow models aount better for the observed magneti eld hanges,
is needed. Hopefully, our study will help to aount better for the spatial resolution errors that
will plague also the assimilation of magneti eld data obtained at the Earth's surfae and above,
in dynamial models of the Earth's ore.
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SV model time orrelation ξ Q1(xˆ) Q1(xˆ0) Q1(〈xˆ〉) Q1(〈xˆ〉0) Q1(xˆ′) Q1(xˆ′0)
CM4 Gaussian (exp) 1 10−3 12.45 5.78 10.99 5.24 6.06 2.45
xCHAOS Gaussian (exp) 3 10−3 13.52 7.66 13.40 7.62 2.32 0.65
Tab. 2  Time averages of the r.m.s. ow veloities Q1 (in km.yr−1) for average ow models xˆ,
their stationary omponent 〈xˆ〉 and their time-dependent omponent xˆ′. For eah omponent, the
values of the r.m.s. axisymmetri ow (oeients of order m = 0) is indiated with the subsript
0. For both the CM4 and xCHAOS SV `data', a representative ow model alulated with an
intermediate damping parameter ξ (see. Table 1) is illustrated, in the ase of an exponential t to
the ratio R(ℓ).
Fig. 14  Dierene between the Z omponents of the observatory monthly means as measured at
Chambon-la-Forêt (CLF, Frane) and Dourbes (DOU, Belgium). The rst two prinipal ompo-
nents have been removed to orret approximately for the magneti eld of internal origin. Taking
the dierene between two lose-by observatories eliminates most of the large sale external eld,
oherent over the few hundred km separating DOU and CLF. Non-oherent soures (e.g. indued
elds in the lithosphere, small-sale ionospheri eets, et.) as well as the noise of instrumental
origin may still remain. It illustrates the improvement in the magneti signal aquisition over the
past 50 years. Data soure : Chulliat and Telali [2007℄.
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